
WISOR VFO Training Questions and Answers 

# CLASS QUESTION ANSWER
1 Admin Will there be a report that can be pulled from WISOR to tell each 

company what IDs and PWs have been created and for whom?
This information is provided in the Administrator tab.  No report is generated. 

2 Admin If WISOR goes down in production, to whom does the customer 
report the outage?

All system issues should be reported to the FairPoint Wholesale Help Desk 
(WHD). You will have the option of submitting a system ticket or calling into 
the help desk and having a ticket opened for you.  Details on the WHD will be 
posted to the Website by January 5, 2009.

3 TA Has FRP made a decision on how long a customer will have to wait 
to get a response from FRP after entering a new trouble ticket?

The response from Remedy to WISOR is  with-in  seconds confirming  
Remedy has received  the ticket. Please note we will also be providing an 
Estimated Time To Repair (ETTR) in the 'Onsite Commitment Time' field in 
the response as you do today.  After that, the technicians in the center will 
work the trouble ticket as quickly as possible, using the same process as 
today.

4 TA When entering a new trouble ticket, the “Manager contact name” 
field is required.  Optionally, an email or TN can be entered for the 
manager.  If they enter an email address only, do we reply to the 
email address with the ticket status?  

If FRP replies with an email, then shouldn’t the email address be a 
required field?

We request that you use a phone contact instead of using an email.  We do 
not plan to use email to follow up on questions with Tickets, we will call the 
number provided to FairPoint in your ticket.

5 TA How soon after entering a new trouble ticket is a FRP tech 
dispatched?

This varies based upon our Force to Load at the time the ticket is entered.  
You will receive an Estimated Time To Repair (ETTR) in the 'Onsite 
Commitment Time' for your dispatch.

6 TA Is there a charge for escalations?  There is no charge for escalations.
7 TA Does FRP offer IWM (Inside Wire Maintenance)?  Yes, inside wiring is offered.
8 TA Does FRP go out on trouble beyond the demarc? In general we do not go beyond the demarc.  However, we do extend if the 

customer pays for it on a service order.
9 TA Created T1-Down template. I enter the CID of 

81/HCFU/078767//NE,
and I get an Apache error. I enter the same CID in another 
template,
and it works. No errors were reported when I created the template.
Just curious as to why it fails. Can you please have your Admin look
into the error log generated to determine the cause?

We were unsuccessful in trying to recreate this issue, therefore unable to 
identify the cause. We will monitor this closely and if it does reoccur, we will 
handle the issue at that time..
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10 TA What is the amount of time before a ticket is closed out without 

receiving notification from the customer that it can be closed out?
Answer pending.

11 TA How long are tickets left open before they are automatically closed? Answer pending.

12 TA Is it possible to have the Customer's A-Location displayed on the 
Work-list.This would make filtering/finding a specific ticket easier. 
Seems the Trouble Type is a generic field, and would make finding 
a specific ticket harder.

Answer pending.

13 TA Is there a list of expected status messages on the work list, and 
their meaning?

Answer pending.

14 LSR What is the maximum number of lines that can be ported on a 
Number Portability request?  

Maximum of 999 lines can be ported on a Number Portability request.

15 LSR Are Circuit IDs displayed in the LSR Summary?   No, Just the LSRNO, ORD, ORDL, NPORD

16 LSR Will there be order examples in the GUI with USOC Look-up? We currently have plans to provide a USOC to English look up tool.  We are 
also planning on providing sample orders, but do no have a commitment date 
at this time.

17 LSR On a new order, if they do not want to do a pre-order TN 
assignment, can they put an “N” in the TNS field on the order to 
allow FairPoint to assign the TN? 

Yes, you can enter "N" into the TNS field and FairPoint will respond with a TN. 
It can also be left blank.

18 LSR LSR business rules for Supplements is not requiring the SUP field 
to be populated when the version is higher than 01.  Is this an 
oversight on the rules? 

No, this is not an oversight in the business rules.  WISOR does not let a 
subsequent version of the order to go through without a SUP.  We look to see 
if the last version submitted is the same as the current one being submitted 
and the status of the PON.  Based on the combination of those conditions the 
system knows whether SUP is required or not.”  

19 LSR WISOR’s Pre-Order response for a CSR request for resale does 
not contain the name of the LEC or ILEC. How can they identify 
what company this customer is with?  

It’s a FairPoint customer, because the request is being made with FairPoint.  
We would not be giving anyone access to a customer’s CSR if they were with 
another LEC or CLEC.

20 LSR On rejected orders:  will FairPoint continue to work the order after it 
is rejected?  The concern is that FairPoint will continue to work a 
rejected order, so they want to know if they should issue a 
cancellation on a rejected order so that FairPoint does not continue 
working on it.  

No, FairPoint will not work on an order that has been rejected. The customer 
should issue a Sup 1 to cancel the LSR and purge it from the system.

21 LSR When the CLEC has taken a customer from us for resale, are they 
able to go into our system (WISOR) to view their customer’s 
CSR/CSI?  

No, they will have their own records.                   
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22 LSR On Pre-Order address validation & TN Assignment, does FairPoint 

require that address validation be done before the telephone 
number assignment transaction is done?  WISOR handles these as 
two separate transactions, but customers are used to doing one 
transaction at Verizon, so with Verizon you will do both at the same 
time.  

There is no requirement by FairPoint to do Address Validation before TN 
assignment. And WISOR VFO does not require an address validation (AVQ) 
before a TN Assignment.  

23 LSR What are the general response timeframes on orders submitted:  
- Acknowledgment
- Error response
- Local Response (FOC, JEP, CANCEL)
- Completion Notice (BCN and PCN)

Answer pending.

24 LSR How do customers get demarc information? Answer pending.
25 LSR What are the general response timeframes on orders submitted:  

- Acknowledgment
- Error response
- Local Response (FOC, JEP, CANCEL)
- Completion Notice (BCN and PCN)

In the VFO it would be a Disconnect using SA-2 Point and a New on UNE 
Transport Service. 

26 ASR Please inquire about search by serial 81/HCFU/123456//NE or TSC 
AQ123456.

You can search the VFO application by these values using the Search 
functionality.

27 ASR Can you provide feedback on the format of error results and CFA 
results to make them appear clearer and on less pages.  Possibly a 
column format.

Synchronoss will take this up as an enhancement request.

28 ASR Is there a way to save the Billing and Contact info and have it auto 
populated since it typically doesn't change?

We recommend the use of templates for auto population of fields like Billing 
and Contact info.

29 ASR Can the Receiver Code default to FairPoint in the Order Initiation 
page? 

This has been taken as an enhancement request and will be evaluated for a 
possible change in an upcoming release.

30 ASR What is the procedure for SPUNE conversion? (Special Access 
Unbundled Network Elements. SPUNE/SWUNE is a search 
function designed to allow you to search by Circuit or TSC to 
retrieve the critical data for a SPUNE/SWUNE ASR from the 
Customer Service Record. )

Answer pending.

31 ASR In today's environment we order HiCap UNE Loops through the 
CSG, not the LSI, per Verizon's instructions.  In the WISOR 
environment, will we be ordering HiCap UNE Loops using the 
"Access" or the "Local" section of WISOR?

Answer pending.
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32 ASR When inquiring on an ASR Pre-Order Location Inquiry against a 

Working Circuit, in what format should the Working Circuit (WKCID) 
be entered?  What are the delimiters (/ or . or ,) to be used?

Answer pending.

33 ASR Will there be notifications of upgrades to WISOR VFO and what 
was added/fixed?  

Answer pending.

34 ASR Also is there a roadmap for functionality you still plan on adding to 
the WISOR VFO application?

Answer pending.

35 ASR Will there be e-mail notification of PON's to alert of status? Answer pending.
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